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 Through the life stories of innovators, Kim debunks the assumption that innovative people should be
born with innate talents. That disturbing trend lately came to light through the work of leading
educational psychologist KH Kim, an established expert in creativity evaluation.    and apply creative
thinking skills. In this insightful and inspiring reserve, Kim discovers the causes of the decrease in
creativity and proposes ways of recapturing American creativeness in education, in sector, and throughout
every sector of society. American creativity has steadily declined since 1990.  As her study clearly
indicates, cultural climates and attitudes (including over-reliance on standardized tests) often function
against innovation unless creativeness is deliberately grown and created. Culminating over two decades of
extensive study, Kim has devised primary models to identify creativeness in people and businesses and
help it to blossom.  She displays how parents, educational strategies, and cultures formed innovators'
creative expression.    Gardening metaphors illustrate simple but powerful guidelines to transform
innovative potential into innovation. She emphasizes practical measures to cultivate innovative climates
(environment) in schools, in homes, and at the job; nurture creative attitudes (character) toward learning,
work, and lifestyle;  Kim's models for creativity are complemented with evidence-based solutions to learn
and practice innovative skills in everyday activity.
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, art)or objective (e... This book offers a new way of looking at and considering creativity. Clearly the
objective of outlining and explaining theprocess is not just about creating a theory but is approximately
applying the idea to overcome the “CreativityChallenge.Merriam Webster, Oxford and the American
Psychological Association each have different formaldefinitions. Considering creativity in this manner
may require not just identifying but changing, orcreating a more uniform, description of creativeness.g.,
education, business, law) or their viewpoint on imagination to be either subjective (e.g.This book provides
a new way of looking at and .g., functional development). "The Creativity Challenge" is crucial read.
Trouble makers) to create creative outside the box thinkers. Further, informally, different people have
different definitions based upon their professionalarena (e.In reading the Introduction, it struck me that
part of the challenge of recapturing American innovation (asthe title suggests), is changing the definition
of creativity, or at the minimum making it more consistent.” Carpe Diem! I definitely would recommend
this reserve to my colleagues. Americans have to lead this movement while we struggle to reinvent
ourselves as authentic producers of the world's most efficient, effective and innovative concepts, services
and products. A passion for a creative and innovative America Dr.. A very amazing book in creativity and
this book gives a different . Kim, for clearly defining the nurturing conditions for organizational success.
Because of Dr. Kh Kim has a burning passion to save American children from the examining hell that kills
creativity...like her native Korea.. We also need to foster cross pollination and non-conformity in our
academic institutions (a.k.) addressing solutions—how society as a whole could adopt a far more favorable
placement on invention (and the proper conditions) may have at least jump-started a broader conversation
that forced people to consider the options, given the examples of Climates and Attitudes.However, the
Introduction presents an extremely different way of looking at creativity simply by suggesting that thereis
creativeness in all of us and our environment, our upbringing, our experiences can either fostercreativity
or stifle it. Dr. I'm not in the areas of psychology or education, so I appreciated the accessibility of Kim's
writing. Nevertheless, I am in academia, so rigor can be vital that you me, and I appreciated the research-
based approach. I'd recommend this book for anyone searching for a readable and practical method to
apply what we realize about creativity to their own lives or the lives of their children or students,
irrespective of your own history or expertise.D. "The Creativity Problem" is a must read. The info and
personal reflections in this reserve are of help for parents and teachers. This book succeeds with
identification and thoughtful reevaluation of essential misconceptions about creativity from cultural
perspectives and individual understandings. The Creativity Challenge brings to light some problems in
American Education and will be offering helpful insight into feasible alternatives to the continued decline
of creativity. The Creativity Problem is an excellent book and invaluable read for any educator or parent
The Creativity Problem is a great book and invaluable read for any educator or parent. Dr. Her important
findings are grounded in extensive scientific research and really should be a wake up call for the
educational community most importantly. Kim is one of the worlds leading professionals on this topic,
and presents the complexities encircling creativity and innovation in an exceedingly understandable
manner. B.Staudt, Ed. The info and personal reflections in this book are of help for parents and teachers
This research-based book creates a clear framework for encouraging creativity and innovation in the U.
Your final chapter (an epilogue, probably?.. This is a real innovation of creativeness, providing a rich
knowledge of creativity and informing me the best way to nurture imagination for anyone using true to
life examples. It is not too theoretical nor too practical. It is just right for those who want to understand
imagination without bias (or misunderstandings) in addition to to themselves practice getting innovators.
A research based reserve to inspire your creative potential While the book is founded on many rigorous
research findings, the author still managed to maintain the spirit of creativity within the scope of her
writing. Additionally it is a great publication if you need to understand several areas of individual
differences ( Men vs. Women, different creative attitudes) on creativity. . I purchased this book last Xmas



and it continues to be at the forefront of my thoughts. A very amazing book on creativity which book
gives a different view on that topic. I would recommend this book to any parent, educator, or concerned
citizen who comes with an interest to make the world a better place. I am a parent and my child is a
teacher and we've both used what we learned in this reserve at home and in working with students— a
reserve that should be on everyone’s bookshelf! As a seasoned DC Government Senior Manager, and
thought leader, I many thanks, Dr. This reserve will hopefully be considered a catalyst for an adult and
sensible dialogue about our path forwards.. Kim turns dense research into a digestible tale, interweaving
personal narratives and awesome little biographies of some of the best people (Georgia O’Keefe and
Marie Curie). I most definitely agree on the component where as a culture today we are loosing lots of
originality on creativity. It is time for all enlightened people of our global village to link hands in solidarity
for building creative-thinking behaviors that will enable our collective sustainability. I like the way in
which this book brings together the .. Kim's insightful study and substantial community outreach, we now
have a blueprint to see our personal actions also to inspire creative partnerships of accountability within
our different spheres of personal and professional influence. I specifically appreciate the honesty with
which Dr. This publication may be useful for both educators (including parents) and the ones starting to
study about creativeness. The number of times I've heard (and most likely have said) “Iam not creative,”
would suggest that many people believe creativity is an inherent biologicalcharacteristic, you either own it
or you don’t. Dr. Nurturing creativity is more important now than ever, thanks because of this important
and accessible work on the topic!Her research demonstrates basic and advanced abilities are indeed
required, however, not enough for creative and useful innovation.. S. Both accessible and rigorous This
book is great for a wide range of audiences. Kim makes an extremely compelling and articulate case for
the urgency of restoring our creative edge. But she after that goes the next step to outline an extremely
apparent and pragmatic framework for how exactly to address the task. It baffles me that issue hasn't
received more interest and focus from policy manufacturers, businesspeople and parents.. Beyond
recommending the publication as a superb read, I would go one step further and ask you to talk about it
with others as well. Dr. Kim’s book gets the power to change thoughts, and change the truth of creativity
in the us; but only if we are ready to prioritize creativity as an essential element of individual
development, and a resilient future. Kim’s book gets the power to change minds, and change the truth of
creativity in the us; but just if we are willing Dr. I like how this book brings together the research results
and narratives of five innovators and Kim herself. Kim presented the info throughout the reserve. That,
and her personal reflections make the overall concepts simpler to internalize. I especially discovered CH 9
useful and essential to the best future of thinking about innovation. But simply because vocal as
numerous sectors of American culture have been about inducing a environment of creativity, shifting that
rhetoric to the actions stage, and getting innovative solutions into perform has still not happened on a
large scale. In part that is a result of standardized, compliance-powered educational system that
deliberately (through policy) inhibits individual thought and outbox considering. It is a real innovation of
creativity, providing a .a.
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